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EPA 460 Lecture 8
Resource Requesting, Ordering, and 
Tracking System In EPA Incident 
Management Teams
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Lecture Objectives

 Introduce the Resource “R”

 Present the Resource Requesting Form - ICS-213RR

 Present ICS-213RR flowcharts for ordering, routing, 
and tracking 

 Discuss the ICS-213RR flowcharts for purchase card 
use, non-tactical and tactical equipment tracking, 
and EPA/UC personnel tracking

 Review procurement options

• Introduce the Resource “R”

• Present the Resource Requesting Form, ICS-213RR, and the form routing flowchart

• Discuss the ICS-213RR flowcharts for purchase card use, non-tactical and tactical 
equipment tracking, and EPA/UC personal tracking.

• Review procurement options as they relate to the 213 RR process
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 Financial/Physical accountability:

• Ensures resources are:

released when no longer needed

assigned where they are most useful

ordered efficiently

Hold up to an audit

 EPA needed an agency specific process

Resource Ordering and Tracking
Importance of properly documenting 
and tracking resources:

Importance of properly documenting and tracking is FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY,  
and  to ensure that required sections of the IMT are involved in the resource 
ordering process to maintain proper accountability and tracking of resources.  If you 
have an item, but you don’t know exactly where it’s at, and in what  condition, than it 
doesn’t do you any good and you’ll probably spend  money obtaining another one, 
needlessly. 

Basically, we needed to create a process that worked for EPA but met resource 
ordering and tracking requirements that would hold up to an audit.
Inspector General (IG)

Government Accountability Office (GAO)

Office of Personnel Management (OPM)

Responsible Party (RP) 
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EPA Resource Ordering and Tracking

 Workgroup was formed to develop an 
EPA specific:

• Resource Requesting, Ordering, and 
Tracking process

• ICS form 213-RR-EPA – All resources 
MUST be documented

EPA needed an agency specific process to accomplish a process for ensuring the documentation 
and tracking of all resources ordered and utilized during responses
a resource tracking and documentation system to integrate our EPA contracting requirements with 
specific response needs  

An EPA workgroup was established in 2007 to develop an EPA specific:

Resource Ordering and Tracking process

ICS form 213-RR-EPA

Combined effort between OPS, RESL, LSC, and FSC workgroups, Regions, ERT, and HQ.

Know where are the resources - This system helps ensure “Alpha” Division doesn’t order a piece of 
equipment that “Bravo” Division is in the process of de-mobbing. 

This system is used for ordering people, including START and ERRS contractors, and  EPA staff, 
supplies, equipment and anything else that may be needed at an event.

213 General message vs. 213RR
OSC Authorities/EPA Processes vs. Other Federal Agencies  (i.e., USFS)
Did not want to limit OSC’s current capabilities
Three years in the making 
Flowcharts meant to show interaction between RESL, LSC,   and FSC  (Details for each 
section in Job Aids)

Finance Section Chief
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Request

Approval

On Hand?

Order

Manage & 
Maintain

Demob

Reassign?

Receive & 
Distribute

Initial Need

RESOURCE "R"

Resource R just a visual of how the  resource ordering and tracking process works.

The work group developed not only the process but the flowcharts to make this 
easier to follow and to ensure that information is getting to appropriate sections 
within the IMT, and to prevent gaps in documentation and tracking requirements.

This system and associated flowcharts are also helping to ensure consistency 
which is important when different teams or resources are rotating in from across the 
country. We’ve trained various groups and at OSC Readiness trying to spread the 
word.

It will become clear that this resource ordering and tracking system is all about 
COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE IMT.
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Who is a part of the EPA ordering process

 Anyone requesting a resource

 General and Command Staff authorizing the request

• All section Chiefs

 Sections/Units Ordering and Tracking the resource

• Planning Section Chief

Resource Unit Leader

• Logistics Section Chief

Supply Unit Leader

• Finance Section Chief

Procurement Unit Leader 

Anyone can put in a 213-RR but must be signed by a section chief
213-RR must be signed by the requesting person’s IMT section chief

6Finance Section Chief
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No.   5291

THE 
RESOURCE 
REQUEST 
PROCESS
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During the next few slides we will discuss the resource request process from its 
initiation by the requestor through approval, ordering and the receipt of the resource 
at the incident 
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On-Site

 LSC reassigns resource to 
requestor via ICS Form 210-EPA 
and forwards a copy to FSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process 
Flowchart). ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
is now complete and filed by LSC.

Request Received

 Resource request is 
received by LSC.

determine if resources are on-hand 

Tactical
 LSC checks with RESL to 
determine if resources are on-hand 
or need to be ordered.

LSC determines if resources 

Non-tactical 
 LSC determines if resources 
are on-hand or need to 
be ordered.

On-Site

 RESL reassigns resource to requestor via 
ICS Form 210-EPA and forwards a copy to 
FSC and LSC. ICS Form 213RR-EPA is 
now complete and filed by LSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process Flowchart)

Order

 LSC initiates ordering process. 
(See Resource Ordering Process 
Flowchart)

 For all personnel and tactical 
equipment requests, LSC must 
forward copy of 
processed/completed ICS Form 
213RR-EPA to RESL.

Initial Need

 Any staff may complete 
ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
to request equipment 
and personnel.

 All requests for tactical 
resources must be 
made through OPS.

 ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
must be signed off by a 
Section Chief or 
Command Staff.
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“The Road Map”

We will navigate through the resource request process using this 
decision tree as our road map  

As you will notice throughout the presentation the ordering process 
varies depending on whether you are ordering tactical or non-tactical 
resources.  As a reminder ….

Tactical Resources – are those resources required by the 
operations section to accomplish the objectives of the incident. (Usually 
used in the field)

Non –Tactical Resources – are those resources which are 
necessary in the over-all support of the incident, which are non-
operational in nature.  

Although, the Logistics Section ORDERS all resources, the Resource 
Unit under the Planning Section is responsible for tracking and 
reassigning Tactical Resources.  Typically Logs and the Resource Unit 
will determine where the line is drawn between Tactical and Non-tactical 
resources for tracking and maintaining a resource. Explain --- a printer 
at a collection  staging area

9Finance Section Chief
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On-Site

LSC reassigns resource to 
requestor via ICS Form 210-EPA 
and forwards a copy to FSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process 
Flowchart). ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
is now complete and filed by LSC.

 Resource request is 
received by LSC.

determine if resources are on-hand 

Tactical
 LSC checks with RESL to 
determine if resources are on-hand 
or need to be ordered.

LSC determines if resources 

Non-tactical 
LSC determines if resources 
are on-hand or need to 
be ordered.

On-Site

RESL reassigns resource to requestor via 
ICS Form 210-EPA and forwards a copy to 
FSC and LSC. ICS Form 213RR-EPA is 
now complete and filed by LSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process Flowchart)

Order

LSC initiates ordering process. 
(See Resource Ordering Process 
Flowchart)

For all personnel and tactical 
equipment requests, LSC must 
forward copy of 
processed/completed ICS Form 
213RR-EPA to RESL.

Initial Need

 Any staff may complete 
ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
to request equipment 
and personnel.

 All requests for tactical 
resources must be 
made through OPS.

 ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
must be signed off by a 
Section Chief or 
Command Staff.

“The Road Map”
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The process begins when the “Initial Need” is identified -- Anyone may complete 
and submit an ICS Form 213RR to request a resource. 
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No. 5291

213RR Ordering and Tracking Webinar

2          Ea            ERRs Contractors                                                                ICP                10/24                

Bravo Branch     0700 

Submit

Requester keeps  the
GREEN copy 

Eric Thompson,  Bravo Branch  Dir.        Eric Thompson
913-555-1234

John Smith, OPS 10/23/14 1505

with ATVs to collect orphan 
containers in rural areas of Orr 
Co.  

Initial Need

Any staff may 
complete ICS Form 
213RR-EPA to request 
equipment and 
personnel.

All requests for tactical 
resources must be 
made through OPS.

ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
must be signed off by 
a Section Chief or 
Command Staff.

The Initial Need

The requestor, for the most part, completes the white sections of the form - click

The incident name is provided in Section 1, in this case “213RR Ordering and Tracking Webinar”. In Section 
2 the requestor provides the date and time the form was prepared.  – click

Note under Section 3 you are to submit one 213RR per funding source.  Depending upon the LSC you may 
also be asked to submit one 213RR per resource classification, which we’ll discuss later.  Frequently, the 
requestor will not know the funding source. It is OK to submit a 213RR without this information, as it will be 
completed by Logs or Finance later in the process. - click

It is important that the requestor provide a thorough description of the resource needed. Here in Section 3 the 
requestor is ordering 2 ERRs Contractors who are to report the next day at the ICP.  To properly fill this 
order, the Logistics Section needs to know what capabilities the contractors need and what, if any, equipment 
is needed. – click  The additional information ensures that the requestor gets what they need to do the job. 
Click

So as not to impede the operation, OSCs are allowed to order ERRs or START contractors directly.  In this 
situation, the OSC indicates in Section 4 that the order has been placed, so that it is not duplicated by Logs.  
Regardless, the OSC must complete and submit a 213RR within 24hrs of placing a direct order with the 
contractor – click

In Section 5 the requestor’s name and position is provided along with their contact information.  Contact 
information is important in case additional information is needed to complete the order or to inform the 
requestor of the order’s status. – click

Finally, before the 213RR is submitted to Logs,  the request must be signed by a Section Chief or member of 
the Command Staff.  Requests for Tactical resources must be approved by the Operations Section Chief or 

11Finance Section Chief
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On-Site

LSC reassigns resource to 
requestor via ICS Form 210-EPA 
and forwards a copy to FSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process 
Flowchart). ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
is now complete and filed by LSC.

 Resource request is 
received by LSC.

determine if resources are on-hand 

Tactical
 LSC checks with RESL to 
determine if resources are on-hand 
or need to be ordered.

LSC determines if resources 

Non-tactical 
LSC determines if resources 
are on-hand or need to 
be ordered.

On-Site

RESL reassigns resource to requestor via 
ICS Form 210-EPA and forwards a copy to 
FSC and LSC. ICS Form 213RR-EPA is 
now complete and filed by LSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process Flowchart)

Order

LSC initiates ordering process. 
(See Resource Ordering Process 
Flowchart)

For all personnel and tactical 
equipment requests, LSC must 
forward copy of 
processed/completed ICS Form 
213RR-EPA to RESL.

Initial Need

Any staff may complete 
ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
to request equipment 
and personnel.

All requests for tactical 
resources must be 
made through OPS.

ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
must be signed off by a 
Section Chief or 
Command Staff.

“The Road Map”
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When the 213RR has been properly completed and approved, it is submitted to the 
Logistics Section - click
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No.   5291- -

X              DR-MO-EPA-03                                                                                                 
63

Order scanned and emailed to REOC  10/23/14

213RR Ordering and Tracking 
Webinar

10/23/14         
1430

2          Ea            ERR Contractors                                                                                    
ICP                 10/24                

Bravo Branch         0700 

with ATVs to collect orphan 
containers in rural areas of Orr 
Co.  

Eric Thompson,  Bravo Branch  Dir.        Eric Thompson
913-555-1234

John Smith, OPS 10/23/14 1505

X

Resource request is 
received by LSC

Non-tactical

Tactical

LSC keeps the
PINK copy

LSC Receives 213RR 

O – Overhead
E – Equipment
S – Supplies or Services
V – Vehicles

C WEB 003

Once received - Click - Logs will assign a unique number so it can track the order.  Each LSC has his or her 
own system of tracking orders. There is no required method.  Some have used a numbering system similar to 
that used by the US Forest Service.  The first letter of the number represents the resource classification, 
making it easier to locate orders for future reference.  
In this example, the C indicates that this order is for an ERRs or START Contractor - click

The other resource classifications are:  

O for Overhead - all EPA personnel are classified as Overhead and all Overhead resources are 
considered tactical and tracked by the Resource Unit in some regions and not in others.       

E is for Equipment – which is any property with a value of $5,000 or more 
S represents Supplies or Services – supplies are property with a value less than $5,000, 

SERVICES might include trash removal or custodial services …. and 
V is for vehicles – which for our purposes includes any mode of transportation

These classifications coincide with the resource “kinds” found on ICS Form 211, which is the incident check-in 
sheet. Which will be discussed more later.

The next group of letters, in this case WEB, is an acronym that represents the incident name.  And the last 
group provides the number sequence of the order.   --- By this particular number, this request is the third order 
of a contractor during the incident referred to under Section 1 as the “213RR Ordering and Tracking Webinar”.  

The pre-stamped “red” number, in the upper right-hand corner of the form, may be used as the Logistics’ 
tracking  number or as a unique resource identifier. (discuss) Click

At this time, Logs might add the funding source information after speaking with Finance or the information will 
be added by the Finance Section at some future point. Here, FEMA is the funding source the Mission 
Assignment is  DR-Missouri- EPA-03 and the Task Order is 63 -- click

Typically, it is also at this point, that Logs in coordination with Planning and Operations determines if the 
resource being order is Tactical or Non-tactical; if it hadn’t already been determined before the order was 
submitted. (discuss) Click 

13Finance Section Chief
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On-Site

LSC reassigns resource to 
requestor via ICS Form 210-EPA 
and forwards a copy to FSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process 
Flowchart). ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
is now complete and filed by LSC.

 Resource request is 
received by LSC.

are on-hand

Tactical
 LSC checks with RESL to 
determine if resources are on-hand
or need to be ordered.

LSC determines if resources 

Non-tactical 
LSC determines if resources 
are on-hand or need to 
be ordered.

On-Site

RESL reassigns resource to requestor via 
ICS Form 210-EPA and forwards a copy to 
FSC and LSC. ICS Form 213RR-EPA is 
now complete and filed by LSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process Flowchart)

Order

LSC initiates ordering process. 
(See Resource Ordering Process 
Flowchart)

For all personnel and tactical 
equipment requests, LSC must 
forward copy of 
processed/completed ICS Form 
213RR-EPA to RESL.

Initial Need

Any staff may complete 
ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
to request equipment 
and personnel.

All requests for tactical 
resources must be 
made through OPS.

ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
must be signed off by a 
Section Chief or 
Command Staff.

“The Road Map”
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At this point in the process the Logistics Section is going to determine if the 
resource is on-hand or needs to be ordered. click

14Finance Section Chief
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No.   5291

Eric Thompson,  Bravo Branch  Dir.        Eric Thompson
913-555-1234

John Smith, OPS 10/23/14 1505

1 Ea           Multi-Function Printer for Bravo Branch Trailer                     Bravo 
Branch      10/24

0700

Order

On-Site: Available  

Non-tactical 
 LSC determines if resources 
are on-hand or need to 
be ordered.

Bob White                                                10/23/14       1530

On-Site: Available

are on-hand

Tactical
 LSC checks with RESL to 
determine if resources are on-hand
or need to be ordered.

Order scanned and emailed to REOC  10/23/14

Ordered resource
Committed resource
Available resource
Assigned resource
Out-of-Service resource

LSC Receives 213RR 

Regardless of whether the requested resource is Tactical or Non-tactical,  LOGS and RESL will 
determine if the resource is on-hand and available.  

For tracking purposes, the Resource Unit categorizes resources by their Status:  click

An Ordered resource is a resource that has been procured using a 213RR

An Procured resource becomes a Committed resource once a source or provider has been located 
and the resource is in route to the incident  

Upon arrival to the incident the committed resource becomes an Available resource

An available resource becomes an Assigned resource when it has been assigned to a tactical or 
non-tactical function within the incident … and

Finally when a resource is taken out of service for mechanical, rest or personal reasons its status 
changes to Out-of-Service - click

For Non-tactical resources that are on-site and available, the order will stay with the Supply Unit for 
completion  click

If the order is for a tactical resource and it is available on-site,  the 213RR will be given to the 
Resource Unit to complete. click

15Finance Section Chief
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On-Site

 LSC reassigns resource to 
requestor via ICS Form 210-EPA 
and forwards a copy to FSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process 
Flowchart). ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
is now complete and filed by LSC.

 Resource request is 
received by LSC.

determine if resources are on-hand 

Tactical
 LSC checks with RESL to 
determine if resources are on-hand 
or need to be ordered.

LSC determines if resources 

Non-tactical 
LSC determines if resources 
are on-hand or need to 
be ordered.

On-Site

 RESL reassigns resource to requestor via 
ICS Form 210-EPA and forwards a copy to 
FSC and LSC. ICS Form 213RR-EPA is 
now complete and filed by LSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process Flowchart)

Order

LSC initiates ordering process. 
(See Resource Ordering Process 
Flowchart)

For all personnel and tactical 
equipment requests, LSC must 
forward copy of 
processed/completed ICS Form 
213RR-EPA to RESL.

Initial Need

Any staff may complete 
ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
to request equipment 
and personnel.

All requests for tactical 
resources must be 
made through OPS.

ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
must be signed off by a 
Section Chief or 
Command Staff.

“The Road Map”
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Continuing our journey -- we are now at the point where LOGS has determined that 
the requested resource is available on-site and the status of the resource is 
changed from available to assigned.

16Finance Section Chief
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No.   5291

Eric Thompson,  Bravo Branch  Dir.        Eric Thompson
913-555-1234

John Smith, OPS 10/23/14 1505

Complete ICS Form 210 

On-Site: Non-Tactical
 LSC reassigns resource to requestor via 
ICS Form 210-EPA and forwards a copy to 
FSC. (See Resource Tracking Process 
Flowchart). ICS Form 213RR-EPA is now 
complete and filed by LSC.

On-Site: Available

Bob White                                                10/23/14       1530

X

Non-Tactical 

Tactical ATV available re-assigned  via  ICS form 210  on 10/23/14.  Branch notified to pickup

Bill Brown                                                        10/23/14      1540

Staging Area Charlie is closing Printer #123897 will be available to reassign on 10/25/14 see attached 210

On-Site: Tactical
 RESL re-assigns resource to requestor via 
ICS Form 210-EPA and forwards a copy to 
FSC and LSC. ICS Form 213RR-EPA is now 
complete and filed by LSC. 

(See Resource Tracking Process Flowchart)

10/23/14      1540Joe Bob

Requested Resources

An ICS Form 210, is used to document a change in the status of both tactical or non-tactical 
resources that are available at the incident - click

For our Non-tactical example, a multifunction printer has been requested.  After checking, the 
Supply Unit Leader determines that a printer is no longer needed at Staging Area Charlie and is 
available to be re-assigned.  The SPUL completes ICS Form 210, attaches it to the 213RR and 
closes the order – A copy of the 213RR and 210 is then forwarded to Finance for their records --
click

If the request is for a Tactical resource such as an ATV.  The Logistics Section sends the request to 
the Resource Unit Leader who determines that an ATV is available on-site and re-assigns it using 
ICS Form 210 which changes the ATV’s status from “available” to “assigned”.  The ICS form 210 is 
attached to the 213RR and returned to Logs for closure. Again, Logs provides a copy of the 213RR 
and 210 to Finance for their records. 

Changes in the status of a tactical resource can not be made during an on-going operational period, 
if the resource is being used for an operational activity under the IAP; in that case, the re-
assignment would take affect at the start of the next operational period.  (explain)

During an EPA incident the Agency rarely has available overhead or contractor resources, but may 
have equipment or vehicles available for assignment. click

17Finance Section Chief
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1. Incident Name 2. Operational Period Date Time STATUS CHANGE
ICS 210-EPA

213RR Ordering and Tracking Webinar From:
To:

/       /   
/      /

:
:

3. Personnel/Resource Description I.D. Number

5291
4. New Status

Available: Assigned: Out of Service

5. FROM: Location or Status 6. TO: Location or Status

Staging Area Charlie Bravo Branch

7. Date and Time of Location or Status Change 

Date:   10   / 25  / 14 Time:               08 :00

8. Comments

9. Prepared  by: Name, Position and Contact Information Date: Time:

10. Processed by: Tactical: Resource Unit - Non-Tactical: Supply Unit
Date: Time:

STATUS CHANGE ICS210-EPA Rev.03/09

Printer – Serial # 123897

10 25    14  07 00
07 0010/26/1

4

This is an ICS Form 210, it is available in paper form or T-card format.  

It is used by the Resource and Supply Units to document a change in the status of 
all resources assigned to the incident  

Once completed the 210 is attached to the 213RR and copies maintained by 
Logistics and Finance for all resources. The Resource Unit keeps a copy when a 
tactical resource is involved --

Here the Supply Unit is re-assigning a printer to Bravo Branch which was previous 
being used at the Staging Area of the Charlie Branch -- click

18Finance Section Chief
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On-Site

LSC reassigns resource to 
requestor via ICS Form 210-EPA 
and forwards a copy to FSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process 
Flowchart). ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
is now complete and filed by LSC.

 Resource request is 
received by LSC.

Tactical
 LSC checks with RESL to 
determine if resources are on-hand 
or need to be ordered.

Non-tactical 
LSC determines if resources 
are on-hand or need to 
be ordered.

On-Site

RESL reassigns resource to requestor via 
ICS Form 210-EPA and forwards a copy to 
FSC and LSC. ICS Form 213RR-EPA is 
now complete and filed by LSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process Flowchart)

Order

LSC initiates ordering process. 
(See Resource Ordering Process 
Flowchart)

For all personnel and tactical 
equipment requests, LSC must 
forward copy of 
processed/completed ICS Form 
213RR-EPA to RESL.

Initial Need

Any staff may complete 
ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
to request equipment 
and personnel.

All requests for tactical 
resources must be 
made through OPS.

ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
must be signed off by a 
Section Chief or 
Command Staff.

“The Road Map”
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This time the Logistics Section determines that the requested resource is not 
available on-site and therefore needs to order it. -- click
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No.   5291

1 Ea           Multi-Function Printer for Bravo Branch Trailer                     Bravo 
Branch      10/24

0700

Order

On-Site: Available  

Bob White                                                10/23/14       1530

X
Non-Tactical 

Tactical

No ATVs available at this time - order

Bill Brown                                                        10/23/14      1540

Comm Unit had no operable printers  - Request made to REOC – REOC (Paul Hill) instructed LSC to purchase 
printer 

Unavailable - Order

X

Tactical
 LSC checks with RESL to 
determine if resources are on-hand 

or need to be ordered.

Joe Bob 10/23/14           1630

Eric Thompson,  Bravo Branch  Dir.        Eric Thompson

913-555-1234John Smith, OPS 10/23/14 1505

Non-tactical 
 LSC determines if resources 
are on-hand or need to 
be ordered.

LSC Receives 213RR 

CLICK
Again we’ll use the request for a multifunction printer, however, this time a printer is 
not available on-site nor is it available through the host region, other EPA assets  or 
other government agencies, such as GSA or FEMA. This is noted in item #9 of the 
form.

The REOC instructs the Logistics Section to proceed in the procurement of a 
printer.  Logs would so note the REOC’s instructions under item number 7, and 
forwards the request to Finance to begin the transaction. - click

Using the request for an ATV, which is a tactical resource, the 213RR would be sent 
to the Resource Unit Leader who determines that no ATVs are available on-site and 
notes such under item number 13, before signing it and returning it to Logs.  The 
Logistics Section would contact the REOC to determine if the ATV is available 
through other EPA or government agency sources. If not, the request is forwarded 
to Finance to order.  

Before any resource is procured, whether it is a tactical or non-tactical resource, the 
Logs Section must exhaust all possible sources within the government.  Remember 
any resource purchased with Stafford Act funds ($$ threshold applies) must be 
returned to FEMA at demob -- click

21Finance Section Chief
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On-Site

LSC reassigns resource to 
requestor via ICS Form 210-EPA 
and forwards a copy to FSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process 
Flowchart). ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
is now complete and filed by LSC.

 Resource request is 
received by LSC.

Tactical
 LSC checks with RESL to 
determine if resources are on-hand 
or need to be ordered.

LSC determines if resources 
Non-tactical 
LSC determines if resources 
are on-hand or need to 
be ordered.

On-Site

RESL reassigns resource to requestor via 
ICS Form 210-EPA and forwards a copy to 
FSC and LSC. ICS Form 213RR-EPA is 
now complete and filed by LSC. (See 
Resource Tracking Process Flowchart)

Order

 LSC initiates ordering process. 
(See Resource Ordering Process 
Flowchart)

 For all personnel and tactical 
equipment requests, LSC must 
forward copy of 
processed/completed ICS Form 
213RR-EPA to RESL.

Initial Need

Any staff may complete 
ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
to request equipment 
and personnel.

All requests for tactical 
resources must be 
made through OPS.

ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
must be signed off by a 
Section Chief or 
Command Staff.

“The Road Map”
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If it is determined that the requested resource is not available on-site and have 
exhausted all other sources within the government --- start the ordering process.
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No.   5291

REOC or Finance Section

FSC/PROC keeps  
the YELLOW copy 

Once ordered, 
FSC/PROC

Bob White                                                10/23/14       1530

Order: Tactical
 SUPL places order thru REOC 
or submits to FSC for processing. 

 For all personnel and tactical 
equipment requests, LSC  sends 
a copy of processed/completed  
213RR to RESL/FSC

Order: Non-Tactical
 LSC initiates ordering process. (See 
Resource Ordering Process Flowchart)

 For all personnel and tactical equipment 
requests, LSC must forward copy of 
processed/completed ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
to RESL.

provides RESL with 
the GOLDENROD 
copy

X
Joe Bob 10/23/14           1630

SUPL check with REOC – if unavailable submit to FSC for purchase

X 10/24/14

HP 560 Printer was ordered (order #375) from Office Fax 644-555-1234. Will be delivered to the ICS – ETA: AM 10/25/13 

Lotta Money 10/24/14         1700DR-MO-EPA-03

Ordering Resources

After the Logistics Section Chief approves the 213RR, it is submitted to the Supply 
Unit to fill the order. - click

The Supply Unit determines if the order can be filled by the REOC and if not, the 
213RR is sent to Finance for processing.  Click

Once the resource has been ordered the 213RR is marked as to who placed the 
order click and the date on which the order was placed. Sometimes, Finance may 
instruct the Supply Unit to place the order and submit the information to them when 
complete.

Also provided in the comments under item number 11, is a description of the 
resource ordered; the contact information for the source or provider; and the 
estimated time the resource will arrive at the incident. 

Once an order for personnel or other tactical resources has been placed the 
“Goldenrod” copy of the 213RR is given to the Resource Unit to notify them that the 
order has been placed and its ETA. 

After ordering any resource, Finance keeps the “yellow” copy for their files -- click
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Resource Ordering Process

Let’s talk a little bit more about the ordering process

24Finance Section Chief
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Final Processing
• All ICS Forms 213RR-EPA retained by LSC before forwarding to Documentation Unit.

• LSC-SPUL signs off on all requested/ procured goods and services as “received”.

• LSC-SPUL sends notification of receipt to FSC-PROC (for payment).

• LSC-SPUL assigns ID number/decal for equipment, provides resource to requestor.

• LSC and FSC must coordinate with Property Accountability Officer (PAO).

Order EPA/UC Resource
• EPA Equipment/Personnel.

• Equipment/Personnel from 
other organizations.

Notification
• LSC-SPUL notifies RESL and 
originator of ICS Form 213RR 
when order is placed. RESL 
creates T-card and places in 
“ordered/committed” slot

Procurement
• LSC-SPUL & FSC-PROC determine 
appropriate vehicle/method.

• FSC-PROC initiates Incident 
Procurement Process.

Notification
• FSC-PROC notifies RESL and 
originator of ICS Form 213RR-EPA 
when order is placed.

Received
• RESL/LSC-SPUL follows check-in 
and tracking procedures. (See 
Resource Tracking Process 
Flowchart)

Within EPA/UC
YES

Outside EPA/UC

NO
Determine Source 
LSC determines if resource 
Determine Source 
 LSC determines if resource 
can be provided from 
within EPA/UC.
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There’s a decision tree for everything – This one will walk us threw the ordering thought process

Again, the Logistics Section determines click if the requested resource can be provided from within the 
EPA or other government agencies or if the Supply Unit and/or Finance will need to order from outside of 
the government. Click

Through conversations with the REOC and others, the Logistics Section determines that the resource is 
available from within the EPA or through other government agencies. (discuss – using USCG personnel 
as safety officers) Click

When ordered, Logistics Notifies the Resource Unit and the originator of the 213RR that the order has 
been placed and when the Estimated Time of Arrival is.  
The Resource Unit will then create a T-card and place it in the ordered/committed resource slot. Click

If Logistics fines that the resource is not obtainable through the EPA or other government agencies it will, 
through discussions with Finance, determine the appropriate procurement method. (discuss – not all 
resources are necessarily purchased, in fact we would try to lease if possible)

The 213RR is then given to Finance to begin the procurement process click

Finance then Notifies the Resource Unit and the originator when the order is placed and provides an 
ETA. Click

IN BOTH situations where resources are ordered from within EPA or outside of the EPA 

The resource is checked-in and assigned or forwarded by the Resource Unit when it is Received 
(discuss forwarding) 

Finally:
• All 213RRs are retained by Logs until the end of the incident, at which time they are forwarded to the 
Documentation Unit
• Logs signs off on all 213RRs when the resource has been received and notes the date
• Logs sends notification of receipt to Finance for payment 
• Logs attaches an EPA de-cal on all accountable property and sends the resource to the requestor
• Both Logs and Finance must coordinate with the Region’s Property Accountability Officer (if 
appropriate) when purchases are made –

25Finance Section Chief
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As a reminder - Purchase cards and warrants 
must be used in accordance with the Incident 
Procurement Plan -- CLICK
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No.   5291

Ordering START/ERRS Resources

 START and ERRS can be ordered in the field only by a warranted EPA OSC 

 213RR-EPA form must be completed and submitted to the LSC within 24hrs to 
document the order 

 Form should: 

 include TO and/or TDD number on form 213RR-EPA

 routed as outlined in the resource ordering flowchart

We didn’t want to limit the OSC’s use of their warrant

Ordering START and ERRS using OSC warrant authority

To prevent disruption of operations, OPS can order resources directly from START and ERRS in 
accordance with established host region’s procedures (host region CO/PO must be notified per the 
incident procurement plan)

For resources ordered directly from START and ERRS by OPS, a 213RR-EPA form must be 
completed and submitted to the LSC within 24hrs to document the order (some LSCs do this for 
OSCs)

OPS should include TO and/or TDD number on form 213RR-EPA
When OPS submits form 213RR-EPA to LSC, the form will be routed as outlined in the resource 
ordering flowchart
RESL, LSC and FSC need info on START and ERRS resources for check-in and/or tracking 
purposes

1st bullet - If the OSC does not supply the TO or TDD Number this can be obtained from FSC

Difference between TO and TDD

This is imperative for the FSC to assign the resources to the correct MA or Oil Spill

26Finance Section Chief
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Ordering Warehouse Resources

 Complete Form 213RR-EPA for any equipment ordered from 
an EPA warehouse

 OPS will:

 determine how section will comply with form 213RR-EPA 
submission requirements

 developed process for submitting ICS Form 213RR-EPA to 
LSC

Form 213RR-EPA must be filled out and submitted to Logs for any equipment which 
ordered from an EPA warehouse
Equipment order and shipping/delivery methods will be determined by FSC and 
LSC based on established host and source region’s procedures
When the form 213RR-EPA is submitted to Logs, the form will be routed as outlined 
in the resource ordering flowchart

OPS will determine how to comply with form 213RR-EPA submission requirements 
(i.e. setting deadlines for DIV/GRP to submit their daily ERRS/START/WH orders, 
etc.)
Process developed by OPS for submitting ICS Form 213RR-EPA to LSC  may vary 
by incident

OPS will:

determine how to comply with form 213RR-EPA submission requirements

developed process for submitting ICS Form 213RR-EPA to LSC

Lecture 8- Resource Ordering Process
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 Purchase Card used within IMT must be done in 
accordance with the Incident Procurement Plan 
(IPP)

 OPS must approve all purchase card orders for 
emergency use in the field and form 213RR-EPA 
completed and submitted to the LSC within 24hrs 
of the purchase

 ALL AGENCY RULES AND REGULATIONS APPLY

Emergency Use of Purchase Card

The assumption is use of the BC in the field is for OPS and so they must approve all 
the orders via the 213RR.

Finance Section Chief
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Resource Receiving Process

The resource has been ordered, the source or provider has committed the resource
and it is on its way --- At this point we are Receiving resources at the incident. 
click

29Finance Section Chief
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Demobilize
• LSC in coordination with FSC  
notifies PSC (DMOB) to start 
demobilization process in 
accordance with Demob Plan.

YESNO

Non-Tactical 
• SUPL completes ICS Form 210-
EPA and provides copy to FSC.

Overhead are sent to  EPA’s LSC, PSC, FSC and SO    

Tactical
• RESL assigns resource to the Section/Branch  and 
moves T-card from “committed” to “assigned” 

• Resource remains the responsibility of the assigned

• All Overhead/Contractors are tracked by RESL

• Overhead are sent to  EPA’s LSC, PSC, FSC and SO    
for processing 

• Contractors report to their LSC/PSC/FSC/SO for 
processing 

End of Assignment
• Appropriate Section Chief notifies SUPL or RESL 
when  the resource is no longer required.

Tactical
• RESL completes ICS Form 210-
EPA and provides copy to FSC/LSC

SUPL or RESL determines if 

Reassignment 

 SUPL or RESL determines if 
Resource can 
be reassigned.

Non-Tactical
• RESL forwards resource to LSC (SPUL) 

• For equipment, SPUL assigns decal number and 
adds to inventory 

• SPUL assigns to requestor using property card.

• Resource remains the responsibility of the assigned 

Check-in
• All resources are checked in by RESL using            
ICS Form 211-EPA  

• Overhead and Contractors are badged
• ICS Form 211-EPA provided to LSC/FSC  

Page 4 of ICS 201

Ordered    Rec’d
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All Resources are checked-in by the Resource Unit using ICS Form 211.  At check-in overhead and contractors are badged.  
At the end of the operational period the Resource Unit provides a copy of the 211 to Logs to up-date the status of orders. click

If Non-tactical, the resource is sent to the Supply Unit, where it is given a decal #, if necessary, and added to Supply’s 
inventory for tracking.  

Supply notifies the requestor and assigns the resource to them using a property card or other method. There’s no set method 
for assigning non-tactical resources – its up to the Supply Unit leader to determine the method they will use.

The resource remains the responsibility of the assigned until it is returned to Logs to either Re-assign or Demobilize.

If the resource is to be re-assigned, Logs will complete an ICS Form 210 and provide a copy to Finance for their records. In 
most cases – the non-tactical resource will be something like a camera, cell phone or laptop and the resource would be re-
assigned using a property card and no notice would be made to finance unless it is being used on the portion of the response 
that is funding by a different sources (i.e., FEMA response but working on OPA or CERCLA portion)

If the resource is to be demobilized, Logs notifies the Planning Section to start the process click

For a tactical resource, after the Resource Unit has checked it in, the resource is assigned to the requesting Section or Branch 
and the T-card is moved from “committed” to “assigned” 

The resource remains the responsibility of the assigned Section or Branch. 

Overhead, or EPA personnel, are sent to EPA’s Logistics, Planning and Finance Sections as well as the Safety Officer for in-

30Finance Section Chief
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processing while Contractors, after they have been checked-in and badged, will process through their 
IMT.

At the end of the assignment or rotation the resource is Re-assigned or Demobilized.

If the resource is re-assigned the Resource Unit will initiate an ICS Form 210 and provides a copy to 
Logs and Finance for their records. 

If  the resource can not be re-assigned the Planning Section is notified to begin the Demob process 
click

Something to remember --- The initial responder (OSC) is responsible for documenting all resources 
ordered and received prior to establishing an IMT and providing the list of resources to the Resource 
Unit, Logs and Finance on page 4, Section 7 of ICS Form 201, the “Incident Briefing” document. That 
begins the resource tracking process. 
Click

Lecture 8- Resource Ordering Process
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1. The resource is checked into the incident by RESL/Check-in Recorder 
using ICS Form 211-EPA

213RR Ordering and Tracking WebinarICP 10/25/14 070010/26/14 0700

N/A          HP Printer                     S                 10/25/14                
0930   

Logs picked-up printer at 0945 
10/23/14

2. RESL/Check-in Recorder notifies LSC and FSC of the resource’s receipt 

3. LSC and FSC notes receipt on the ICS Form 213RR-EPA and closes the order

SUPL check with REOC – if unavailable submit to FSC for purchase

Bob White                                                10/23/14       1530

X
Joe Bob 10/23/14           1630

X 10/24/13

Lotta Money 10/24/14         1700DR-MO-EPA-03

HP 560 Printer was ordered (order #375) from Office Fax 644-555-1234. Will be delivered to the ICS – ETA: AM 10/25/14 

10/25/14
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This is the Incident Check-in List --

1. The resource is checked into the incident by Resource Unit or Check-in 
Recorder using ICS Form 211-EPA

2. The Check-in Recorder notifies the Logs and Finance Sections of the resource’s 
receipt  click

3. LSC and FSC notes receipt of the resource on the ICS Form 213RR and  
closes the order 

Tracking Equipment from   Outside Agencies – not purchased
Resources from outside agencies will be referred to RESL upon check-in to determine if resource   
is needed

RESL will confer with LSC, OPS, FSC and LNO to determine if resource was requested prior to 
checking it in to the incident and to determine responsibility and liability for the resource 
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QUESTIONS
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Routing ICS Form 213RR-EPA
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Copy Color Who Purpose

6 
(Bottom)

Green Requester Copy to show the request was submitted

5 Pink LSC/SUPL LSC/SUPL keeps copy for all 213RRs submitted

4 Yellow FSC/PROC When order is placed through FSC

3 Blue FSC Completion of order when received

2 Goldenrod RESL RESL keeps copy to verify orders at check-in

1 
(Top)

White
LSC 

Documentation Unit
LSC/SUPL keep at completion of order – given 

to Documentation Unit for record keeping

ICS Form 213RR-EPA – COPY DISTRIBUTION

Even though White goes to DOC after completion of order, remember 
EVERYTHING goes to DOC
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ICS Form 213RR-EPA-Lessons Learned

Resource Type

 Overhead

 Contractors

 Equipment

 Supplies and Services

 Vehicles

Funding Source

 Stafford Act (FEMA)

• Mission Assignment

 Oil Protection Act (USCG)

 CERCLA (“Superfund”)

All orders should be separated by:

 LOGs may assist the requestor in completing the form 

Different funding sources need to be on different 213 RR forms.  Also should 
separate requests for personnel from equipment.

36
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 Form 213RR-EPA must be completed for all requests
during responses where an IMT has been established 

 The resource ordering and tracking flowcharts     
were developed to ensure accountability and   
proper documentation of resources ordered during 
EPA responses

 The system can be used for incidents of regional, as 
well as national significance, regardless of the size

 Agency rules and regulations still apply 

213 RR form is necessary to ensure tactical, logistical, and financial accountability.

IntraNet for forms and IMH: 

https://response.epa.gov/site/region_list.aspx?region=99
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QUESTIONS
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